WEBINAR

TITLE: WHAT NEXT FOR TRANSFORMING ASC

Date: 7th October
Time: 14.45-15.45
Our Blended Diagnostic Approach

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

- FINANCE
- PEOPLE
- SERVICES

EFFECTIVE TRANSFORMATION

01 FINANCIAL DIAGNOSTIC
02 PRACTICE AND BEHAVIOUR DIAGNOSTIC
03 OPERATIONS AND COMMISSIONING DIAGNOSTIC
To Be Targeted Operating Model

- Long term outcome focused provision with a strong community offer: 10%
- Targeted and sustainable intervention: 20%
- Universal offer supported by communities: 70%
Raise standards across schools, improving attainment and reducing the rate of exclusions. Through driving the momentum of service improvement and ensuring robust processes for performance management and accountability, we can ensure that there are clear and measurable action plans to:

01. Improve outcomes for learners eligible for free school meals.
02. Improve teaching and leadership.
03. Evaluate work and continually plan for improvement.
04. Map current provision across the Local Authority; scrutinise impact and value for money, identifying opportunities for improvement, strengthening contract management and market management.

01. How our partnership can assist

Week 1 – 5
Rapid Diagnostic

Outputs: Key Recommendations underpinned by:
• Financial Plan linked to implementation of new TOM and delivery of key Milestones
• Key Activities required and associated timelines to achieve the financial plan
• Workforce Plan and assessment of the skills, practice and cultural requirements to deliver the new TOM
• Commissioning Plan required to underpin delivery of the new TOM
• Resources required to deliver the Transformation

Week 6 – 12
Detailed business case

Week 12 – 14
Sign off through agreed governance

Week 15 – 18
Programme established including agreed governance

Week 18 onwards
Implementation and ongoing monitoring and evaluation
About - CIPFA

• CIPFA is the only professional accountancy body in the world exclusively dedicated to public finance.

• CIPFA, the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy, is the professional body for people in public finance. Our 14,000 members work throughout the public services, in national audit agencies, in major accountancy firms, and in other bodies where public money needs to be effectively and efficiently managed.

• As the world’s only professional accountancy body to specialise in public services, CIPFA’s portfolio of qualifications are the foundation for a career in public finance.

• We also champion high performance in public services, translating our experience and insight into clear advice and practical services. They include information and guidance, courses and conferences, property and asset management solutions, consultancy and interim people for a range of public sector clients.

• Globally, CIPFA shows the way in public finance by standing up for sound public financial management and good governance.
About - Peopletoo

- **Practical** – We strengthen dataset analysis, provide tailored recommendations and inform strategic decision making, but we don’t just help you design, we help you deliver. We combine our expertise with yours, working as an extension of your team to maximise opportunities and optimise practice and service performance.

- **Personal** – Our team combines years of public and private sector expertise directly to the unique challenges and opportunities faced by our client. Together we unlock the potential of data, exploring narratives, interpreting trends and helping councils predict and manage demand to achieve the best social outcomes for residents and local authorities in a wider social care context.

- **Perceptive** – We lead the way in social care insight and analysis, combining expertise in financial management, demand modelling, cultural change and best practice to build a complete picture of existing and emerging trends, challenges and opportunities in service design and delivery.

- Adult Social Care Delivering outcome focused services designed to help people live independently, happily and with respect.

OUR SERVICES

- Children’s Services We prioritise social care insight, analysis and implementation to ensure better life chances and whole-life planning for children and young people.

- Property and Facilities Management Delivering efficient and effective Property and FM through an integrated corporate landlord model.

- Environmental Services Delivering a better place for the community and maximising social outcomes through innovation, managing demand and costs, trading and co-production.

- Commercialisation Developing a commercial culture and understanding true cost and activity.

- Change Readiness Assessing the state of change readiness in order to implement effective strategies.

- Digital Agile and digital design centred around service users, supported by improved utilisation of core systems and the creation of a digital ecosystem.
About - SCIE

• National charity and improvement agency committed to supporting local areas to build sustainable care systems that enable more people to live independent and fulfilled lives.

• Experts in strengths based / asset based reform of children and adults care

• Lead Department of Health and Social Care Funded Social Care Innovation Network

• Lead programme of work to support Covid-19 Adult Social Care Action Plan – learning disabilities, care homes, commissioning, social work practice, day care

• Worked with over 30 local authorities last year on early intervention, systems commissioning and development of impactful practice
THANKS FOR ATTENDING